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The gap between the production and implementation of knowledge is the main reason
for the suboptimal quality of health care. To improve the quality of care through eliminating this gap, evidence-based medicine (EBM) has emerged as a priority.1 EBM is
defined as “the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence in
making decisions about the care of individual patients”.2 Despite its importance for
enhancing physicians’ life-long learning and patients’ outcomes, EBM has continued
to be suboptimally practiced because of various barriers.3 Among the top barriers to
EBM in primary care are inadequate skills and lack of training.1
Journal club (JC), a common venue to learn EBM skills, has been used across
graduate medical education.4 JC is described as “a group of individuals who meet
regularly to discuss critically the clinical applicability of articles in the current medical journals”.5 In JC discussions, published articles are critically evaluated to arrive
at fair interpretations of the study findings independent of the author’s conclusions.6
Early JC was closer to a social gathering in a relaxed atmosphere than to mandated
educational meetings for the completion of specific training. However, over the past
century, with the emerging need to stay current with the growing number of publications, JC has increased in popularity, taken different forms, and emerged as a more
formal learning venue.7,8
In spite of the wide incorporation of JC in graduate medical education, it is, the
literature shows, rarely successful in maintaining the residents’ interest and achieving
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Abstract: The gap between production and implementation of knowledge is the main reason
for the suboptimal quality of health care. To eliminate this gap and improve the quality of patient
care, journal club (JC) in graduate medical education provides an opportunity for learning the
skills of evidence-based medicine. JC, however, continues to face many challenges mainly due
to poorly defined goals, inadequate preparation, and lack of interest. This article presents an
innovative model to prepare and present JC based on three pillars: dialogical learning through
group discussion, mentored residents as peer teachers, and including JC as part of a structured
curriculum to learn evidence-based medicine. This engaging model has the potential to transform
JC from a moribund session that is daunting for residents into a lively discussion to redefine
clinical practice using the most current evidence.
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the desired educational objectives.9 Many residents see presenting at JC as a daunting process for which undergraduate
medical education never adequately prepared them.10 Class
discussion in JC is often inhibited because of participants’
unfamiliarity with the journals’ format and writing styles as
well as the lack of the knowledge needed to critically read
an article.11
This article presents an innovative model for the implementation of an engaging and effective JC in residency.

JC at a family medicine residency
In 2012, a university-based family medicine residency
program restructured its JC to build a model that engages
residents in a peer-teaching experience. This redesign took
place to align JC learning with principles of adult education.
The author of this article mentors the residents and helps
prepare them to lead large-group discussion, fostering collaborative learning. This model revolves around three main
pillars: 1) dialogical learning; 2) mentored residents as peer
teachers; and 3) including JC as part of a structured curriculum to learn EBM. JC takes place once a month during
the regular protected didactic time, which is on Thursday
afternoons. Attendance at JC is mandatory, and the majority
of residents attend the learning sessions unless they are on
night calls or covering critical services.

Selecting the articles
The residents identify articles and discuss their selections
with the mentoring faculty. A repository of recently published
articles, maintained by the academic chief resident and the
mentoring faculty, is also available. The selected papers
are judged based on five criteria: 1) the significance of the
research question; 2) the importance of the study design; 3)
the impact of the findings on clinical practice; 4) the applicability of findings to primary care; and finally, 5) interest in
the topic among the presenting residents. The selected article
and a specific critical appraisal sheet are then shared with
the residents a week prior to the date of the JC. The residents
are also sent a reminder to read the articles 2 days prior to
the date of the JC.
The articles are selected from high-impact journals such
as the New England Journal of Medicine, the Journal of the
American Medical Association, the British Medical Journal,
and the Annals of Internal Medicine. The articles cover a wide
scope of research questions, including therapy, diagnosis,
prognosis, etiology, and economical analysis. The articles
also illustrate a variety of research designs, including metaanalyses, randomized controlled trials, cohort studies, and
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case–control studies. The study designs in JC complement
the longitudinal EBM curriculum that is delivered as a 1-hour
workshop bimonthly. During these workshops, the residents
are instructed on the main concepts of critical appraisal to
build the foundational knowledge necessary for their own
critical reading and appraisal of articles of different designs.

Preparing residents for presentation
The faculty mentor prepares the residents to lead a largegroup discussion through both ensuring the mastery of the
critical appraisal of the identified article and through planning
the interactive discussion. In each JC session, four residents
are scheduled to lead the discussion of two articles. The
presenting residents critically appraise the assigned article
on their own prior to meeting with the mentoring faculty
a few days before the JC session. During this meeting, the
resident and the faculty reflect on the importance of the
article’s topic and then identify the research question and
study design before they critically appraise the study. Finally,
a simplified PowerPoint presentation is prepared to map the
discussion that includes the following six elements: 1) the
importance and background of the topic; 2) the research question and study design; 3) patient, intervention, comparison,
and outcomes (if applicable); 4) criteria for validity of the
study design; 5) the results of the study; and finally, 6) the
applicability of the study and its impact on practice.

JC discussion
With the exception of the background section, which is
delivered via an engaging slide presentation, the rest of the
JC elements are delivered in a large-group discussion where
the presenting residents ask a question and allow time for
the participants to identify the answers in the handed-out
articles. The background information is used to elicit interest through highlighting the prevalence of the problem, the
importance of the condition in patients’ lives, and the limitations of knowledge that led to the article’s research question.
Then, the research question is defined in the population of
the study, intervention, comparison, and outcomes (PICO)
format, if applicable. The facilitator then explores the validity
criteria. For example, in questions about therapy, these criteria will include the adequacy of the randomization process
and its concealment, the similarity between the groups, the
completion of follow-up and the sufficiency of its duration,
the intention to treat, and the equality of treatment of the
groups in the different arms of the study. For each point, the
presenter asks the audience to identify whether the ideal way
of conducting the study was done. If the study did not meet
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the specific criteria, the residents discuss whether that would
pose a significant threat to validity.
Discussing the results takes place afterward, utilizing the
figures, graphs, and tables, and through assessing the statistical significance. The clinical significance of the results is
highlighted thereafter. Finally, the discussion moves to the
applicability of the study findings in the residents’ clinical
setting. Questions about the availability of the interventions,
the patient’s values and preferences, and the barriers to utilizing the study’s proposed new findings are then proposed.
This is usually followed by an open discussion on how the
particular study would change how the participants will be
practicing. This discussion takes the form of a heated debate
about the pros and cons of the study between its opponents
and proponents. At the end of the presentations, the participating audience members vote for the best presentation
using a voting card that asks them to rate the quality of the
led discussion across the three areas of the critical appraisal.
The winning team gets a coffee gift card of $15. Table 1
includes practical recommendations that can be followed by
residencies interested in implementing JC.

Discussion
JC is an integral part of graduate medical education training and has long been advocated for as a bridge connecting
research and practice. We are proposing a novel model for
the implementation of JC with three pillars: 1) residents as
mentored peer teachers; 2) dialogic learning in large-group
discussion; and 3) an integrated longitudinal EBM curriculum. In this article, we aimed to describe the format of JC in
our residency with the hope that graduate medical educators
will find the experience useful to replicate.
Since its inception over a century ago, JC has taken many
forms, with varied successes and limitations. Our model for
JC is faithful to the main purposes that Sir William Osler
established his first JC for, namely, “distributing periodicals”
to teach physicians the critical analysis of research work.12
In addition, our model is in line with adult learning theory,
as it engages learners in a relaxed environment where they
participate in planning the activities, teach one another, and
take charge of identifying their learning goals in a learning
experience that is relevant and meaningful.13
Selecting the articles can be arguably considered the
most important step toward a successful JC.14 Good-quality
peer-reviewed articles can potentially change or improve
practice. Engaging the residents in the process of selecting
the articles was a step that the residents requested and proved
fruitful in enhancing ownership and participation. Engaging
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Table 1 Practical recommendations for a successful JC
1. JC should be part of a structured curriculum to learn EBM in
residency.
2. Mentoring the residents to prepare and lead JC discussion should be
considered to enhance the quality of the learning and teaching.
3. Group discussion rather than didactic presentation for JC might be of
better educational value.
4. Engaging the residents in selecting the articles seems to enhance their
ownership and improve their interest.
5. Following the same systematic approach in every JC could help make
the presentation easier to follow and less daunting for residents.
Abbreviations: JC, journal club; EBM, evidence-based medicine.

the academic chief resident not only provides a voice for the
residents in directing JC but also serves to both prepare the
chief for future academic roles and help with the workload
of the mentoring faculty. The structured curriculum to teach
EBM serves to prepare the residents with the foundational
knowledge and skills needed to conduct critical appraisal. The
supportive mentorship and guidance from a devoted faculty
also ensures the maintenance of the structure and systematic
presentation without necessarily limiting the abilities of the
resident to be creative or innovative in his or her presentation.
This model of presenting JC has the potential to transform
JC from a moribund session to a lively discussion that not
only brings research into practice but also gives residents
lifelong learning skills that could continue to be useful
throughout their careers.
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